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1. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (6) is __________

     	      full stop

     	--->> comma

     	      quotaton marks/aprostrophe

     	      colon

2. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (2) is __________

     	--->> full stop

     	      comma

     	      quotation marks/aprostrophe

     	      colon

3. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (4) is __________

     	      full stop

     	--->> comma

     	      quotation marks/aprostrophe

     	      colon

4. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (7) is __________

     	      full stop

     	      comma
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     	      quotation marks/aprostrophe

     	--->> colon

5. Select the correct sentence in which the verb agrees with its subject:

     	--->> A marvellous sight is the staircases of the central tower

     	      A marvellous sights is the staircase of the central tower

     	      A marvellous sight are the staircase of the central tower

     	      A marvellous sights are the staircase of the central tower

6. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (5) is __________

     	--->> full stop

     	      comma

     	      quotation marks/aprostrophe

     	      colon

7. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (3) is __________

     	      full stop

     	--->> comma

     	      quotation marks/aprostrophe

     	      colon

8. Select the correct sentence in which the verb agrees with its subject:

     	      An intriguing attractions are the decorations on the walls

     	      An intriguing attraction are the decorations on the walls

     	--->> An intriguing attraction is the decorations on the walls

     	      An intriguing attractions is the decorations on the walls

9. Select the correct sentence in which the verb agrees with its subject:
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     	      A feature of particular beauty are the courtyard

     	      A features of particular beauty are the courtyard

     	--->> A feature of particular beauty is the courtyards

     	      A feature of particular beauty are the courtyards

10. Identify the correct punctuation in the paragraph below: Mr(1) Ade was unhappy(2) 
He had(3) as usual(4) had a boring day(5) He said to his wife(6) Shade(7) (8)I(9) ve 
had a boring day and it(10) s all your fault(11) (12). (1) is __________

     	--->> full stop

     	      comma

     	      quotation marks/aprostrophe

     	      colon
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